New Year…NEW YOU!
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Every year you get a chance to reinvent yourself. Well, at least we all feel more motivated
to reinvent ourselves each year. The truth is the chances are every day and we so rarely
take them. As a mom I am constantly putting my kids needs in front of my own and while I
am proud to be able to do that, sometimes you have to put the sacrificing way and start
doing for YOU.
Now a few months ago I was proud to introduce you to the Damon System. As a former
member of the “crooked teeth” club, I am so excited to be a Damon Diva and share with
you my orthodontic journey, how my life has changed for the better, and how you can start
on your journey of a happier, healthier and more beautiful smile.
First, I need to take some time to introduce you to the Damon System and what makes it
unique and different. Sure, anyone can get braces, but the thought process of many
people is how long they will take, how painful they will be, and how difficult they will be to
manage. All of those preconceived notions are just untrue!

The Damon System

First you have to ask yourself:

Why should I get braces?
In my case it was more than just about cosmetics. Although I had learned to hide my smile,
which by the way is a terrible way to live, I couldn’t hide the dental issues I was having as a
result of misaligned teeth. My dentist in college laid it straight for me. He said if I didn’t take
the time to fix my teeth I would be looking at dentures by the time I was 40. My teeth were
grinding against each other and he assured me that I did NOT want to pull all my teeth out.
I can tell you that I am going on 35 and my teeth are healthier now than they have ever
been before!

Am I too old to get braces?
NO WAY! I got them in my late 20s and off before I had hit 30. The beauty of the Damon
System is that its so much quicker than traditional braces and generally doesn’t require any
teeth to be pulled. The fear you had in your pre-teens is gone! The Damon System delivers
amazing results and not just in a more beautiful smile but a more beautiful you. You have no
reason not to start on a NEW YOU this year! Do something just for you! A smile brightens
everyone’s day but most of all yours.

Why choose the Damon System?
With the Damon System you don’t have to go through those painful tightening procedures!I
can remember how easy my appointments where. The little brackets open up and close
down on the new wire. Done and done!
In fact, Damon says it best when they stated:
Certified Damon System doctors combine three key components, which when used together, deliver
faster treatment, fewer appointments, greater comfort, and consistent high-quality results:
1. Damon passive self-ligating braces that eliminate the need for elastic or metal “ties”. With
Damon tie-less braces you can experience treatment without tightening.
2. Light high-technology shape-memory wires that move teeth faster and require fewer
adjustments.
3. A new clinically proven treatment approach that aligns your teeth and enhances your
facial aesthetics—usually without extractions or rapid palatal expanders.
A lot can change in a few years.
A lot can change in a YEAR.
If you are ready to make that change about you and your smile, it’s time to make the
move!

Don’t forget to follow along with MomDot this year to enter for your change to win a smile
makeover and learn more about the Damon System.
In the mean time, head over and visit Damon System on Facebook or on their website!
~Trisha
I’m a Damon Diva and am being compensated for my time. My experience is all my own!

http://www.momdot.com/damon_system_braces/

